Ahoy, Neighbor!

Puget Sound offers a wealth of local goods for us to trade and market networks to rebuild as we enter a lower-energy future together. Consider our sailboats as green transport for your own business or an island-based friend.

We’re happy to explore demonstration projects with you, and we’re also open to barter.

We do not transport passengers or livestock.

www.salishseatrading.coop
206-707-5793

We invite you to friend us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter!
Facebook: Salish Sea Cooperative
Twitter: salishseacoop
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Founded in 2010, our sailor-owned cooperative is patiently revitalizing sail transport as an intelligent and creative response to climate change, peak oil, and other resource constraints.

**Our goals:**

- Conserve precious energy resources and reduce our carbon footprint.
- Support local farmers and merchants in relocalizing our economy and building resiliency into the foodshed.
- Develop living wage, green jobs in the sustainable transport space for a diverse workforce.
- Share best practices with other sailors and community groups.
- Have fun along the way!

**Working in harmony with Nature’s gifts of wind and tide**

You can help us develop sail transport in our bioregion by:

- Supporting our CSA or hiring one of our peer-shared sailboats.
- Donating to our IndieGoGo fundraiser as we build a specialized 35’ cargo boat with electric engine.
- Serving on our Board. For 2015, we’re reorganizing in a truer cooperative model.
- Telling your sailor friends about us. We welcome experienced volunteers to try a trip with the co-op.
- Connecting with us via social media: our Facebook or Twitter accounts. Let’s keep in touch as we ensure that Cascadia continues as a wonderful place to live and prosper in!

---

**2015 CSA Schedule**

We sail local goods: Finnriver cider for their market stands, and fresh, organic veggies from Dharma Ridge Farm/Port Ludlow, for our own CSA and your easy pick up at Toast Ballard, 5615 24th Ave NW, 10 AM—12 PM, the following Sundays. Only $30 for a generously sized box, & we invest all proceeds back into the co-op.

- Sunday, July 26th
- Sunday, August 23rd
- Sunday, September 20th
- Sunday, October 19th
- And a special trip for our Thanksgiving tables, November 22nd.

---

**Resiliency**

**Member of Sustainable Communities ALL Over Puget Sound (SCALLOPS): Ballard Chamber of Commerce; and Shareable Network**

*They that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters...*  
Psalms 107:23

Finnriver Cider, our first pioneering sail transport customer!